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The Seamless Advantage
Pure and simple — seamless means cleaner. With 
seamless floors there are no joints or cracks to 
trap dirt and bacteria. And they’re easier to maintain. 
Under most conditions, a wet mop or stiff brush 
and heavy-duty detergent will yield beautiful results.

The Safety Factor
When it comes to floors, slips and falls shouldn’t be a 
concern. Stonhard’s slip-resistant flooring can prevent 
accidents. Stonhard floors are available in a variety of 
textured surfaces that remain safe, even when wet or
oily.

Logos, Inlays, Borders
Form as well as function. Our floors are available
in a wide array of standard and custom colors,
tweed blends and patterns. You can create a
floor with inlays — even logos. Or seamlessly
integrate a combination of Stonhard floors. Your
options are limitless.

Sustainability
By their very nature our floors are sustainable,
so the concept is not a new one for Stonhard;
however sustainability remains at the forefront
of product development. Stonhard floors are
designed to last…When a Stonhard floor does
reach the end of its long life, it will not end up
taking up space in a landfill because our floors
can be restored or replaced without removing
the existing floors. Seamless, bonded floors
become part of a building’s structure. Now that’s
sustainability.

Good Designs Don’t Just Happen

They are created using innovative, practical solutions

that are both design worthy and cost-effective.

Stonhard’s engineered flooring solutions meet the

varying demands of commercial and industrial facility

projects.  Available in an extensive palette, standard and

sophisticated color capabilities, textures and intricate

configurations to meet your discriminating design

plans, all while guaranteeing durability, ease of mainte-

nance, chemical, abrasion and slip resistance.

Effortlessly take flooring to another level by incorpo-

rating logos, geometric shapes and specific color

schemes into your plan. 

Seamless Solutions



Single Source
Stonhard takes full responsibility, from raw

materials to installed systems. We work with

each project from beginning to end — from

design and specification through project

management and the final walk through. Over

300 project engineers, 40 project managers

and 200 application teams worldwide become

an integral part of your project team to

ensure that each application meets our high

standards of quality. Whether you are an

Architect, General Contractor or Building

Owner, when you invest in a Stonhard floor

you deal directly with Stonhard — from start

to finish.
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Markets
MarketApplications
Stonhard’s high-performance polymer
floors can be found in both manufacturing
and commercial facilities throughout the
world. We offer tough, durable, abrasion
and chemical resistant floors with 

attractive, decorative finishes. Whether 
it’s a traffic aisle in a processing area or 
an OR suite in a leading hospital, we have
a customized solution for you.

Stonhard products meet the unique combination of needs found in 
an electronics facility: static control, chemical resistance, contamination 
control, durability and aesthetics.

Quality Control

Wafer Fabs

Water Treatment

Test and Inspection

Assembly/Subassembly Areas

Surface Mount Areas

Wave/Reflow Solder Areas

Clean Rooms

Durability and progressive designs. Stonhard offers floors for busy public spaces
that are long lasting, easy to maintain and work with today’s sophisticated archi-
tectural designs.

Stonhard has floor systems for every area in a pharmaceutical plant.
Chemical resistant floors protect process areas. Smooth clean room floors
ensure sterile environments and durable, decorative systems help project a
quality image.

Packaging Lines

Laboratories

Clean Rooms

Animal Holding Areas

Gowning Rooms

Blending Rooms

Processing Areas

Lobbies

Hallways

P H A R M A C E U T I C A L  -  B I O T E C H

P U B L I C  S P A C E S

F O O D  P R O C E S S I N G

E L E C T R O N I C S – S E M I C O N D U C T O R S

Seamless, sanitary and easy-to-clean floors are required for a food 
processing environment. Our systems do not harbor dirt or support 
the growth of bacteria and resist acids and chemicals found in food 
and beverage processing plants.

Mixing/Blending Areas

Bottling Lines

Bakeries

Dairies

Meat Packing

Cold Storage

Poultry Processing

Seafood Processing
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Museums

Supermarkets

Fitness Centers

Zoos

Corridors

Lobbies

Restaurants

Car Showrooms

Fire Stations

Concourses

Malls

Stadiums
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Stonhard floors bring a new sense of class to the educational environ-
ment. Safe, clean, durable and attractive floors offer exceptional value and
low lifecycle costs  – all in an endless variety of colors, styles and textures.

From mild, incidental exposure to continuous immersion, our 
ultra–chemical resistant formulations are engineered for the toughest 
chemical environments.

From heavy manufacturing to light assembly, whatever the traffic or 
environmental conditions, Stonhard has the right system for all your 
production areas.

Assembly Lines

Traffic Aisles

Loading Docks

Machine Shops

Control Rooms

Battery Rooms

Locker/Shower Rooms

Packaging Lines

Cafeterias

Common Areas

The manufacture and maintenance of aerospace equipment, aircraft and 
automobiles creates a demanding environment. Stonhard products stand
up to the heavy traffic, high impact and severe corrosion found in this
industry.

Traffic Aisles

Paint Spray Lines

Machine Areas

Plating Lines

Maintenance Shops/Hangars

Assembly Lines

AGV Areas

Showrooms, Mechanical Bays 

G E N E R A L  M A N U F A C T U R I N G

Durability, safety and ease of maintenance are essential requirements in 
healthcare facilities. Stonhard floors combine all of these with an 
element of style,       making them the first choice for healthcare environ-
ments.

Patient Rooms

Hallways

Cafeterias

Operating Rooms

Atriums

Laboratories

Helicopter Pads

Morgues

Laundry 

Emergency Rooms

Classrooms

Hallways

Cafeterias & Kitchens

Locker Rooms

Entryways

Laboratories

Media Centers

Mechanical Rooms

Restrooms 

C H E M I C A L  P R O C E S S I N G

Packaging Lines

Drum Storage Areas

Control Rooms

Processing Areas

Laboratories 

Pump Rooms
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E D U C A T I O N

H E A L T H C A R E

T R A N S P O R T A T I O N



Products
StonhardProducts
Stonhard offers customized floor, wall and lining systems
for the most demanding environments. Our high-per-
formance products are designed to protect against
impact, abrasion, chemicals and thermal shock while
maintaining a decorative, slip resistant, cleanable surface. 

Each system is designed with a diverse array of formula-
tions, textures, finishes, colors and patterns to provide
performance and aesthetics for every design need.

The Stonclad family of floors is noted for outstanding performance in tough, heavy-
duty environments. Chemical, abrasion and impact resistant, Stonclad floors 
deliver long-lasting results and require little maintenance. From the 
corrosive conditions of chemical and food processing plants to the hard
daily wear found in traffic aisles and assembly lines, Stonclad floors
mean protection for any industrial setting. 

Stonshield flooring systems are specially designed with a textured surface for slip
resistance and safety. Durable, chemical resistant, attractive and easy to clean,
Stonshield floors are available in a range of textures and finishes to meet your
specific requirements. These qualities, along with Stonshield’s many colors
and patterns, make it the right choice for virtually any environment. Ideal
for outstanding protection in food service and preparation areas, bak-
eries and grocery stores, hospitals, educational, correctional and
research facilities.

Stontec is a flake flooring system that combines a unique, decorative look with a
dense, stain resistant surface that can be installed with quick turn-around time. Fast
installation minimizes downtime for renovations and saves critical path time on
new construction projects. These durable, decorative floors are offered in a
wide variety of attractive color blends with limitless custom color
options and are available in both samall and large flakes. Ideal for
light manufacturing and commercial areas, including laborato-
ries, hallways, offices and common areas in healthcare, educa-
tional and correctional facilities.

Stonres floors are smooth, stain and wear resistant, ergonomic and even sound reduc-
ing. These systems offer distinct design elements giving designers and planners free-
dom and artistic expression. Stonres floors perform beautifully in healthcare and
educational facilities, museums, pharmaceutical environments, concourses, lob-
bies and entryways.

S T O N C L A D

S T O N S H I E L D

S T O N R E S

S T O N T E C



Stonchem lining systems provide tough polymer formulations for tough environ-
ments, including secondary containment areas, process floors, pits and trenches.
From mild splash and spill to severe immersion service.  Stonchem is available
in five resin varieties with an array of configurations, including fiberglass-
reinforced and broadcast systems.  These systems provide protection
for the most severe chemical exposures and physical demands in
industry today. 

Stonglaze is a family of high performance wall systems formulated for application over
concrete, block or drywall.  Each system features a seamless, stain resistant surface
that resists splashes and spills, fumes, abrasion, staining, graffiti and performs even
after frequent wash downs.  Stonglaze provides an easy to clean surface ideal
for environments where sanitary conditions are a concern. Also offered in
a high gloss finish that incorportates flake design for an uncoventional
look.

Stonlux floors combine the performance of a high solids epoxy system with an easy
to install formulation. These ultra-smooth systems resist chemical attack and
provide durable, clean protection where vinyl tile just isn’t enough. Stonlux
systems are also impact resistant for long-lasting results. Ideally suited for
outstanding protection in electronics manufacturing and assembly
areas, computer/control rooms and clean room environments.

Stonblend floors are smooth, stain resistant and long-lasting systems designed for
light manufacturing and commercial environments. Offered in a broad palette of
blended colors and patterns this product skillfully combines both form and
function. The Stonblend GSI-G series utilizes recycled glass in the surface
of the floor as part of a commitment to the environment as well as a
dramatic look.

S T O N L U X

S T O N G L A Z E

S T O N C H E M

S T O N B L E N D  

Stontop floors have the look and feel of stained concrete with the performance fea-
tures of a tough, industrial Stonhard floor. Available in three product formulations
(epoxy, urethane and fast track technology), Stontop competes against stained
concrete overlays for a modern, mottled look, but has much to offer over
the competition. Stontop floors are durable, slip resistant, textured,
and are less labor intensive to install. 

S T O N T O P
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Stonhard Worldwide
Maple Shade, NJ, USA
(800) 257-7953

Whitby, Ontario, Canada
(905) 430-3333

Mexico City, Mexico
(52)-55-9140-4500

Buenos Aires, Argentina
(54-3327)-44-2222

Nivelles, Belgium
(32)-2-720-8982

Dubai, U.A.E.
(971)-4-3470460

Johannesburg, South Africa
(27)-11-254-5500

Shanghai, China
(86) 21-54665118

U.S. Sales and Distribution
Maple Shade, NJ
Garland, GA
Houston, TX
Chicago, IL
San Francisco, CA

StonCor
Corporate Offices
Stonhard
Maple Shade, NJ
(800) 257-7953

Carboline
St. Louis, MO
(800) 848-4645

Fibergrate
Addison, TX
(800) 527-4043

Stonhard is a global leader in manufacturing and installing seamless

floor, wall and lining systems with sales operations in more than 25

countries. Stonhard has a direct sales force in North America, Europe,

South Africa and parts of the Middle East and works through a dedicat-

ed network of Stonhard affiliates throughout the rest of the world.

Stonhard is part of RPM, a multi billion dollar company that combines

their expansive resources and broad business base with smaller oper-

ating units to offer superior products, services, technologies and indi-

viduals.

Printed in the U.S.A.

For more information on Stonhard’s complete line of high-

performance floor and wall systems, call us at 800.257.7953 or 

visit us at www.stonhard.com.
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